


Schematic Diagram of the Triaxial Shear  test Apparatus



 This is the most common test used to determine soil shear strength.

 This tests is generally carried out on small soil samples in the laboratory to

evaluate the strength properties of the element in the soil mass.

 The strength parameters, namely the cohesion and angle of shearing

resistance are usually found from these tests.

 Triaxial tests are run by:

− saturating the soil

− applying the confining stress (σ3)

− Then applying the vertical stress (sometimes called the deviator stress) 

until failure.





 This test method covers the determination of strength and stress-strain

relationships of a cylindrical specimen of either intact or reconstituted

soil.

 Specimens are consolidated and sheared in compression with drainage at

a constant rate of axial deformation (strain controlled).

 This test method provides the calculation of principal stresses and axial

compression by measurement of axial load, axial deformation, and

volumetric changes.

 This test method provides data useful in determining strength and

deformation properties such as Mohr strength envelopes.



Shear strength of soil is given by

Where, 

C= Cohesion

σ = Normal stress

Ø = angle of internal friction

 tan' af c



i. Triaxial cell without transparent chamber

ii. Apparatus for applying fluid pressure

iii. Compression machine

iv. Dial gauges

v. Seamless rubber membrane

vi. Membrane stretcher

vii. Rubber rings

viii. Split mould

ix. Stop watch

x. Trimming knife

xi. Sample extruder.



Depending upon drainage condition, three types of tests have

been developed-

I. Undrained Test or Quick Test:

water is not allowed to drain out during the entire test. Hence

there is no dissipation of pore pressure.

Ii. Consolidation Undrained Test :

soil is allowed to consolidated under the initially applied

normal stress. Hence drained is permitted. But no drainage is

allowed during shear load application.

Iii. Drained Test :

Drainage is allowed through out the test during the application

of both normal and shear stress. No excess pore pressure is set

up at any stage of test.



Sample preparation :

 Remoulded specimen may be prepared by compacting the soil at 

required OMC and dry density.

 Preparing the cylindrical specimen of required dimension by thin walled 

tube.

 Sample should be extruded with the help of sample extruder.

 Ends of the specimen are then trimmed flat and normal to its axis.
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Specimen preparation (undisturbed sample)

Edges of the sample are 
carefully trimmed

Setting up the sample in 
the triaxial cell



 The specimen is then taken out carefully from the split mould 

and its dimension and weight are measured.  

 The specimen is then placed on one of the end caps and other 

end cap is put on the top of specimen.

 Rubber membrane is then placed around the specimen using 

membrane stretcher.

 Membrane is sealed to the end caps by means of rubber rings.
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Sample is covered with a
rubber membrane and
sealed

Cell is completely
filled with water

Specimen preparation (undisturbed sample)



 CU, UU and CD tests can be conducted on soil specimen.

The specimen is placed in the pedestal inside a rubber

membrane. The confining pressure and axial pressure is

applied till failure.

Triaxial test on cohesionless soil

The procedure is same as that in the cohesive soil only the

sample preparation is different. A metal former, a membrane

and a funnel are used for the sample preparation.



 Cover the pedestal in the triaxial cell with a solid end cap. Place the

specimen assembly centrally on the pedestal. Assemble the cell with the

loading ram initially clear of the top of specimen and place it in the

loading machine.

 Admit the operating fluid in the cell, and raise its pressure to the desired

value. Adjust the loading machine further so that loading arm comes in

contact with the seat on the top of the specimen. Note the initial reading.

 Apply the compressive force at constant rate of axial compression, such

that failure is produced in a period of approximate 5 to 15 min.



 Take the simultaneous readings of load and deformation. Continue

the test until the maximum value of stress has been passed.

 Unload the specimen and drain off the cell fluid. Dismantle the

cell and take out the specimen.

 Remove the rubber membrane and note down the mode of failure.

Weigh the specimen. Keep sample for water content

determination.

 With the maximum principal stresses (σ1) and minimum

principal stresses (σ3) Mohr circles be drawn.



 The procedure is repeated with different cell pressures(σ3) and a

series of Mohr circles drawn.

 These circles have a common tangent called the Mohr envelope

which defines the Coulomb equation.



1- Consolidated Undrained Test (CU) 

In the undrained or quick test the out let valve is closed and no

drainage is allowed from the specimen during the test.
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3- Unconsolidated Undrained Test (UU) 

In the drained test drainage is allowed during all stages of testing. 
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A. Soil specimen measurement

a. Height H (cm) 

b. Diameter D (cm)

c. Area A (cm2)

d. Volume V (cm3)

e. Water content W (%) 

B. Triaxial test

a. Cell pressure σ3 (N/cm2) 

b. Load gauge constant 



 The deviator load P is applied vertically by raising the chamber

through jacking arrangement.

 The deviator stress can be found out by dividing load P with the

cross sectional area of sample.(σd =P/Ac)

 If sample area does not remain constant and changes during each

increase in p. the equation relating the area A at any time, in terms

of original area Ac is given as:



 When the test is performed under undrained conditions, no

change will occur in the sample volume and hence Ɛv becomes

zero and the above equations becomes

Where

A0 = original cross sectional area of the sample

Ɛa = the axial strain = ∆ L/ L0

Ɛv = the volumetric strain = ∆V / V
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 The shear test under all the three drainage conditions can be

performed with complete control.

 Precise measurements of the pore pressure and volume change

during the test are possible

 The stress distribution of the failure plane is uniform.

 The state of stress within the specimen during any stage of the test,

as well at failure is completely determinate.



 The apparatus is elaborate, bulky and costly.

 It is not possible to determine the cross sectional area of the

specimen at larger strains, as the assumption that the specimen

remains cylindrical does not hold good.

 The strain conditions in the specimen are not uniform due to

frictional restraint produced by the loading cap and the pedestal disc.

This leads to the formation of the dead zones at each end of the

specimen.



 The consolidation of the specimen in the test is isotropic, whereas in

the field, the consolidation is generally anisotropic.

 The drained test takes place a longer period in comparison with a 

direct shear test.



Thank You


